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movie 2015This invention relates to apparatus for generating
electric power and, more particularly, to a solar energy system
that can be maintained either as a "stand-alone" system which
produces power automatically without human intervention, or

as a part of a "demand" system in which, for example, the
system's output power is used to provide electric power to

other users of the same system when their demand for such
power exceeds the system's capacity. Solar energy is the most
abundant form of energy in the world. However, although it is
not as destructive to the environment as other forms of energy,

it does present certain drawbacks. One drawback is the
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relatively slow rate of growth in the use of solar energy.
Another drawback is the high cost of manufacture and
installation of solar energy systems. As a result of the

drawbacks of solar energy, attention has been directed to other
forms of renewable energy, such as wind and hydroelectric

power, in order to supplement the use of solar energy in power
generation. However, these two forms of renewable energy

have not had the growth potential that is apparent with regard
to the use of solar energy. As a result, the cost of power
provided by such renewable energy sources has not been

competitive with that provided by fossil fuels. Moreover, the
potential for wind energy has been seriously constrained by

the need for land, where wind energy is available. In order to
overcome the shortcomings of solar energy, those skilled in
the art have turned to other types of energy, such as nuclear

energy. While this approach has produced significant
contributions to the art, there remains a need for a sustainable

form of renewable energy which is not subject to the
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